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Correspondence from Germany 

 

Spremberg the 23
rd

 of February, 1905 

 

Worthy Volksblatt! 

 Winter is almost over and the spring messengers, 

locally, are the field larks and the sparrows. We currently 

have strong north winds which are, however, not very 

cold. The Wendish Glee Club presented a Wendish 

concert on Sunday, February 19
th

. Songs of the Wends 

were sung and, among others, a Wend wedding was 

performed in old costumes and with dances of the past. It 

is to be noted, here, that custom among men has long ago 

changed, namely everything toward German style. In 

opposition, that of the women has remained un-changed. 

This resulted in a significant attraction toward attendance 

so that every last place was filled at Mr. H. Noack's hall. 

A number of observers were present from Goerlitz and 

Spremberg to experience such an interesting performance. 

As concerns the children, their costumes resembled the 

old fashioned suits of the men, with white knee length 

trousers and blue short jackets and vests which were 

buttoned tightly, as in a uniform. The church attire was a 

long frock of blue cloth, high boots and a fuzzy top hat. 

The considerable beauty of the women's attire consists of 

a, not too long, green skirt, woven mostly from a mixture 

of wool and flax, requiring about 2½ meters. The dress 

maker had to do a lot of manipulating as one half is 

double folded and sewn together so that it would remain 

that way. The vest is attached and over it a fine short blue 

jacket, blue stockings and low-heeled shoes. The head is 

covered with a bonnet of red calico surrounded by a wide 

white braid upon which is a small stripe of petit 

embroidery. All this is made to extend forwards by means 

or starch an ironing. A young maiden, decked out in such 

a bonnet, looks exactly like a blossoming flower. During 

mourning, this bonnet is white or checkered. 

 The painter W. Krause, as well as others, sketched 

and photographed some of these neat Wendish women 

during the children's activities and the weddings. Such 

pictures are very expensive, costing several hundred 

marks each.  

 The Wends in our area belong to the evangelical 

confession whereas those who live around Wittichenau 

are Catholic but both harbor old time mixed superstitions 

mainly with respect to the Second Commandment. It is 

not needed to say any more since many of the worthy 

readers come from the area in Germany where the Wends 

live and will only have to remember the good old days: 

 Sserbjo, sakhowajcze szwjeru, woschich Wotzow 

rycz a wjeru, a t. d. [Sserbjo, sakhowajcze ßwjeru, 

ßwojich Wotzow rycz a wjeru, a t. d.]* Wends, preserve 

faithfully your forefathers' language and religion, etc. 

 Enough for now. 

  M. H. Railroader 

 

German translated by John Buerfeind 

Wendish translated by Gerald Stone 

 

*The quotation is in Upper Sorbian. The modern version 

is: ‘Serbjo, zachowajće swěru swojich wótcow rěč a wěru, 

etc’. It is a rhyming couplet which appears as the refrain 

in Kilian's hymn 'Zbudźenje za Serbow'. 
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